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ABSTRACT

As internet-of-things (IoT) applications surge, wireless connectivity becomes an
essential part of the network. Smart home, one of the most promising application scenarios
of IoT, will improve our life quality enormously. However, electromagnetic interference
(EMI) to the receiving antenna, either from another electronic product or from a module/an
integrated circuit(IC) inside the same wireless device, will degrade the performance of
wireless connectivity, thus influencing the user experience. Characterization and modeling
of the EMI become increasingly important.
In the first part, an improved method to extract equivalent dipoles from magnitudeonly electromagnetic-field data based on the genetic algorithm and back-and-forth iteration
algorithm is proposed. The method provides an automatic flow to extract the equivalent
dipoles from electromagnetic-field data on arbitrarily shaped scanning surfaces and
minimizes the number of extracted dipoles. In the second part, both the differential mode
(DM) and common mode (CM) EMI below 1 MHz from the ac-dc power supply in a LED
TV is analyzed and modeled. Through joint time-frequency analysis, the drain-to-source
voltage of the power MOSFET in the power factor correction (PFC) converter is identified
as the dominant noise source of both CM and DM EMI below 1 MHz from the power
supply. The current paths of DM and CM EMI are explained and modeled by a linear
equivalent circuit model. In the last part, the noise source and current path of the conducted
CM EMI noise from a Qi-compliant wireless power transfer (WPT) system for mobile
applications are analyzed. The analysis and modeling explain the mechanism of the CM
EMI noise and provide guidelines to reduce the CM EMI noise.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. BACKGROUND
EMI is a disturbance generated by a noise source that affects an electrical circuit by
radiation or conduction. The disturbance may degrade the performance of the circuit or
even stop it from functioning. Any device that has electronic circuitry can be susceptible
to EMI. With the ever-increasing use of the electromagnetic spectrum and the more
sophisticated electronic equipment, issues of EMI are attracting attention.
When addressing EMI issues, consider a noise source, a path, and a victim. The
noise from the source propagates through the path and interferes with the operation of the
victim. All three must exist to have an EMI problem.
Based on the location of the noise source, EMI issues can be divided into two
categories. In the first category, the noise source is in a different electronic equipment. The
emissions from electronic equipment are regulated by EMC standards known as radiated
emission limits and conducted emission limits. In the second category, the noise source
and victim are in the same electronic equipment. Specifically, if the victim is a wireless
receiver, EMI issues can cause RF de-sense problems.
Based on the type of coupling path, EMI issues can be divided into two categories:
conducted EMI and radiated EMI. In conducted EMI, the noise propagates through
electrical currents with a direct electrical contact, for example, the power line and data line.
In radiated EMI, the noise propagates through electromagnetic fields without direct
electrical contact, for example, near-field coupling and far-field radiation.
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EMI Modeling is complicated and difficult due to several reasons. First, EMI is
often caused by parasitic elements (capacitances or inductances) which are often neglected
and difficult to characterize. Second, EMI is related to not only the electrical design, but
also the mechanical design of electronic equipment, for example, the shielding can, the
cable braid, and the metal chassis, thus EMI modeling relies on accurate modeling of the
whole system and incorporates both circuit simulation and full-wave simulation. Last but
not least, the schematic or layout information of ICs, components, and modules are often
not available from the vendor.
There are generally two different EMI modeling methods. The first modeling
method is physics-based, which demonstrates the flow of the EMI current and explains the
EMI mechanism. The second modeling method is black-box modeling, which does not
require knowledge of the EMI mechanism. The physics-based model is usually more
complicated than the black-box model.

1.2. CONTENTS
This dissertation consists of three papers. The first paper is related to the modeling
of radiated EMI using the black-box modeling method. The second and third papers are
related to the modeling o f conducted EMI using the physics-based modeling method.
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PAPER

I. A HYBRID ALGORITHM OF GENETIC ALGORITHM AND IMPROVED
ITERATION ALGORITHM FOR EXTRACTION OF EQUIVALENT DIPOLES
FROM MAGNITUDE-ONLY ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

Chunyu Wu, Ze Sun, Xu Wang, Yansheng Wang, Ben Kim, and Jun Fan

ABSTRACT

Infinitesimal electric and magnetic dipoles are widely used as an equivalent
radiating source model. In this paper, an improved method to extract equivalent dipoles
from magnitude-only electromagnetic-field data based on the genetic algorithm and backand-forth iteration algorithm is proposed. The method provides an automatic flow to extract
the equivalent dipoles without a prior decision of the number, type, and position of dipoles
and minimizes the number of extracted dipoles. The extracted dipoles can be close to the
current flow of the original radiating source. Compared with the conventional back-andforth iteration algorithm, it can be applied to electromagnetic-field data on a single
scanning surface with arbitrary shape. Compared to the conventional genetic algorithmbased method, this method reduces the optimization time and converges at a lower relative
error. This method is validated by both simulation data, and measurement data and its
advantages are proved.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Infinitesimal dipoles are widely used as an equivalent model of radiating source in
far-field radiated emissions, near-field coupling, and antenna modeling areas [1]. The
infinitesimal dipoles which generate the same radiated electromagnetic fields can be used
to replace the original radiating noise source.
These equivalent dipoles can be directly applied to calculation of the far-field value
as shown in [1][2] since radiation from infinitesimal dipoles is well known. This implies
the application of equivalent dipoles in near-field to far-field transformation. They can also
be imported in a full-wave simulation tool to simulate the far-field value of noise source
with added enclosure [3] or near-field coupling from a noise source to a victim antenna [4].
In [5], a physics-based dipole is extracted and used to debug the radiation mechanism of a
flexible printed circuit board (PCB). Physics-based dipoles that are close to the current
flow of the original radiating source are useful in terms of finding the noise current path.
However, the physics-based dipoles are extracted by recognizing the pattern generated by
a single horizontal magnetic dipole. In other cases, the pattern may be complicated and
cannot be recognized easily. Later, a dipole-based reciprocity method is proposed to
calculate the coupled noise from a physics-based dipole to the victim antenna [6][7][8].
The direction and location of the physics-based dipole can be optimized to reduce the
coupled noise. This can provide a guideline to optimize the placement of a noise source
[9][10]. In conclusion, physics-based dipoles turn out to be useful in debugging radiation
mechanisms (current flow), near-field coupling estimation, and its reduction. In [11],
equivalent dipoles are used to correct the antenna pattern obtained off-center.
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There are several methods to extract equivalent dipoles from the scanned
electromagnetic fields. These methods can be divided into two categories.
The first category requires both the magnitude and phase of electromagnetic-field
data. In [12], a set of vertical magnetic dipoles or horizontal electric dipoles are placed on
the discretized horizontal surface of a radiating integrated circuit (IC) and linear least
squares is used to solve the current intensity of these dipoles. The method requires simple
matrix operations to obtain the results and is fast; however, the number of dipoles is large,
and the location of dipoles needs to be determined in advance by meshing the surface of
the IC. In [13], an array o f uniformly placed dipole sets is used and each dipole set includes
one vertical electric dipole Pz and two horizontal magnetic dipoles Mx, M y at the same
position. The regularization technique and truncated singular-value decomposition method
are investigated with the conventional linear least squares to calculate the dipole magnitude
and phase from the near-field data. By combining the genetic algorithm and linear least
squares, equivalent dipoles are obtained with a reduced number of dipoles without a prior
decision of the location and number of dipoles in [14]. There are mainly two differences
between [14] and this paper. The first difference is that [14] requires both the magnitude
and phase of electromagnetic fields, and the second difference is that [14] does not optimize
the dipole type. It is assumed that only magnetic dipoles exist. In [15], a similar method to
[14], adding optimization of dipole type, is applied in RF de-sense scenarios to model the
radiation from an IC. In [16], a new equivalent dipole model hybrid with artificial neural
network (ANN) is proposed to estimate near fields under a complex environment where
free space or half-space Green’s function does not apply.
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Since accurate measurement of the phase o f electromagnetic fields may not be
available due to equipment cost and measurement reliability, especially at high frequencies,
the second category of methods which requires only the magnitude of electromagneticfield data is in demand. In [2], the genetic algorithm is used to optimize the type (electric
or magnetic), position, orientation, magnitude, and phase of all dipoles. This method works
well but the disadvantages are that the converged relative error is large and it is tim e
consuming, due to a large number of optimization variables (eight variables for each
dipole) and the large optimization range o f dipole magnitude which is from zero to positive
infinity. Zhang and Fan propose a back-and-forth iteration algorithm that requires only the
magnitude of electromagnetic fields on two near-field scanning planes to extract the
dipoles [17]. This method originates from the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm [18] and
performs Fourier transform on the plane whose phase is known to obtain phase distribution
on the other plane. This method is effective and fast at extracting dipoles from magnitudeonly near-field data, but there are two disadvantages in this method. The first disadvantage
is that the method requires propagating fields from the lower plane to the higher plane.
This will bring some difficulties when cylindrical scanning or spherical scanning is used.
The transformation between fields on two different cylindrical surfaces or spherical
surfaces is more complicated than the transformation between fields on two different planar
surfaces. The second disadvantage is that the dipole sets which include one vertical electric
dipole Pz and two horizontal magnetic dipoles Mx, M y at the same position are placed
uniformly. This leads to a large number o f dipoles and more scanning points to have a wellconditioned transformation matrix during the transformation from fields to dipole value.
Also, the number and position of dipole sets need to be determined in advance. This is
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usually done by trial and error. In [19], machine learning is used to recognize the near-field
pattern as an image to extract dipoles. But the usefulness of the method is limited because
it cannot work for near-field patterns which are not included in the training set.
In this paper, an improved method for dipole extraction from magnitude-only
electromagnetic-field data based on the genetic algorithm and back-and-forth iteration
algorithm is proposed, which aims at overcoming the disadvantages of previous methods
mentioned above. The proposed method provides an automatic flow to extract the
equivalent dipoles without a prior decision of the number, type, and position of dipoles and
minimizes the number of extracted dipoles. It can also generate physics-based dipoles,
which are close to the current flow o f the original radiating source. Compared to the
conventional back-and-forth iteration algorithm, this method can be applied to
electromagnetic-field data on a single scanning surface with arbitrary shape. Compared
with the conventional genetic algorithm-based method, this method reduces the
optimization time and converges at a lower relative error because it will not optimize the
magnitude and phase of the dipoles.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the method in detail.
Section 3 validates the method using both simulation data and measurement data. Section
4 concludes the paper.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

The input data of the method can be either magnitude-only electric fields, magnetic
fields, or both on arbitrarily shaped surfaces. In this section, magnitude-only electric fields
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on cylindrical surfaces are taken as an example to describe the method. The principle of
this method is shown in Figure 1. Electric fields with only magnitude are obtained first on
two cylindrical surfaces around the DUT, then infinitesimal dipoles are extracted to
generate the same electric fields. These infinitesimal dipoles are considered as an
equivalent model of radiating source.

Figure 1. Principle of the method.

The general flow of this method is shown in Figure 2. The method starts with one
dipole. Then, the genetic algorithm is used to optimize the dipole type and dipole position
to minimize the relative error between the measured electric fields and the calculated
electric fields from equivalent dipoles. The optimization process will be explained in
Section 2.1. During optimization, the magnitude and phase of equivalent dipoles are
determined from improved back-and-forth iteration which will be explained in Section 2.2.
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After optimization, the minimized relative error will be compared with the previous relative
error with one less dipole. If the decrease of relative error is smaller than or equal to p, it
can be concluded that the relative error has converged, and it will output the optimized
location and type of dipoles. Otherwise, the number of dipoles will be increased by one
and this optimization will be executed again. p means the minimum decrease of relative
error which can be tolerated with an increment in dipole number. The definition of relative
error is shown as

£ [(E
REn =

T \ - \ E f |) 2

+(E

f an\

-|E *|)2]

Surface n

£

Surface n

(E

•scan\

2 ,

2

rpscan

+E

)

1 N
RE = — £ REn
N £n=l

(1)

(2)

where RE n is the relative error between the measured electric fields and calculated electric
fields from equivalent dipoles on surface n, and RE is the overall relative error which is an
average of relative error on all surfaces. N is the number of scanning surfaces. N is usually
equal to 2, but it can also be 1 when single-surface scanning is adopted.

2.1. IMPROVED BACK-AND-FORTH ITERATION ALGORITHM
The improved back-and-forth iteration algorithm is shown in Figure 3. The
algorithm starts with given position and type of dipoles. Assuming that the fields at all
scanning points on one surface have the same phase, the initial magnitude and phase of
dipoles can be obtained by linear least squares. The dipole set is named as dipole set M.
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Figure 2. General flow of the method.

Step 1: calculate the electric fields on surface #1 from dipole set M by
[E ]M

xi = [ T ] m xN

[D ] N x i ,

(3)

where E represents the complex value of electric fields, D represents the complex value
of dipoles, and T represents the transfer function relating electric fields on surface #1 to
dipoles. T is determined by the location and type of dipoles and the location of scanning
points. M is the number of scanning points and N is the number of dipoles.
For cylindrical scanning, (4) can be rewritten as
Ez
Ephi

M x1

r t1E z 1
1TEphi

[D] N xU

(4)

JM xN

where TEphi is calculated by
T Eph, = ~ T EX s i n O ) + T E yy 'c o s ( ^ )

(5)

based on the coordinate transformation from cardinal coordinates to cylindrical
coordinates. p represents the angular coordinate.
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Figure 3. General flow of the improved back-and-forth iteration algorithm for twosurfaces scanning.

Assuming that there is an infinitely large perfect electric conductor (PEC) ground
at z=0, Tex, TEy, and Tez associated with different dipole types, i.e., Mx, My, Mz, Px, Py,
and Pz, can be calculated using equations derived in [13].
Step 2: enforce the magnitude of the electric fields on surface #1 to be the measured
magnitude but keep the phase unchanged.
Step 3: use the updated electric fields on surface #1 in step 2 to inversely calculate
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the dipole value by linear least squares method as
D = (Tt T)~1T t E.

(6)

The obtained dipole value is named as dipole set A.
Step 4: calculate the electric fields on surface #1 and #2 from dipole set A using
(3). Calculate the RE with dipole set A using (1) and (2).
Step 5: calculate the electric fields on surface #2 from dipole set M using (3).
Step 6: enforce magnitude of the electric fields on surface #2 to be the measured
magnitude but keep the phase unchanged.
Step 7: use the updated electric fields on surface #2 in step 6 to inversely calculate
the dipole magnitude and phase using (6). The obtained dipole value is named as dipole set
B.
Step 8: calculate the electric fields on surface #1 and #2 from dipole set B using (3).
Calculate the RE with dipole set B using (1) and (2).
Step 5~8 can be executed in parallel to Step 1~4.
Step 9: compare the RE with dipole set A and RE with dipole set B. Update the
dipole set M with dipole set A or B, whichever gives a smaller RE.
The RE will be compared with RE in the previous iteration. If the decrease o f RE is
smaller than or equal to e, it can be concluded that RE has converged and it will output the
obtained magnitude and phase of dipoles. Otherwise, this iteration will be executed again.
e means the minimum decrease of RE which can be tolerated with an increment in iteration
number.
The main difference between the improved back-and-forth iteration algorithm
introduced in this paper and the conventional algorithm is that transformation between
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fields on two different surfaces is not needed. The main advantage is that the method can
be applied to electromagnetic-field measurement on arbitrarily shaped surfaces. In [17],
field transformation from the lower plane to the higher plane is achieved using the planewave expansion method. For cylindrical scanning, field transformation from the inner
cylindrical surface to the outer cylindrical surface is more complicated. The improved
back-and-forth iteration algorithm can be applied in planar, cylindrical, or spherical
scanning.
Although field magnitude on two surfaces is usually used to get the dipole value,
the algorithm can be adapted as shown in Figure 4 for single-surface scanning. Single
surface scanning can greatly reduce the measurement time.

2.2. GENETIC ALGORITHM
The genetic algorithm is a method based on natural selection, the process that drives
biological evolution, for solving both constrained and unconstrained optimization
problems. The genetic algorithm repeatedly modifies a population of individual solutions.
At each step, the genetic algorithm selects individuals from the current population to be
parents and uses them to produce the children for the next generation. Over successive
generations, the population "evolves" toward an optimal solution [20]. It is useful in terms
of optimization for highly nonlinear problems. The genetic algorithm is used to optimize
the dipole type and location in this method.
The objective function to minimize is the relative error defined in (1) and (2). The
optimization range for dipole location can be set as the occupied space of the original DUT
or radiating structure. The optimization range for dipole type can be set as [Px, Py, Pz, Mx,
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M y,M z]. It means that the dipole type can be any one of the six kinds. The optimization of
dipole type is realized by integer programming. A meaningful optimization range can help
us extract dipoles close to the original radiating source and reduce optimization time.

Figure 4. General flow of the improved back-and-forth iteration algorithm for single
surface scanning.

The general flow of the optimization using the genetic algorithm is shown in Figure
5. The algorithm starts with a population of randomly decided individuals for dipole type
and location. Then the improved back-and-forth iteration algorithm is used to obtain the
magnitude and phase of dipoles for each individual. The objective function for each
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individual is evaluated next for selection of parents. Subsequent generations evolve from
the current generation through selection, crossover, and mutation to search for new dipole
type and location. This procedure will go over and over again until the max number of
generations is reached, or the average change of objective function is less than the
tolerance. Then the algorithm will stop and return the optimized dipole type, dipole
location, and minimized relative error.
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Q
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Figure 5. General flow of the genetic algorithm.

3. VALIDATION OF THE METHOD

3.1. SIMULATION DATA WITH INFINITESIMAL DIPOLES AS RADIATING
SOURCE
The method is first validated using simulation data with infinitesimal dipoles as the
radiating source. The simulation is done in EMCos [21], a MOM-based software. In this
case, two infinitesimal dipoles are used as the original radiating source. One Px and one
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M y dipole are placed above the PEC ground with z=0. The Px dipole is located at (0.25 m,
0, 1.5 m) with a magnitude of 1 Am and a phase of 90 degrees. The My dipole is located at
(-0.25 m, 0, 1.5 m) with a magnitude of 100 Vm and a phase of 0 degrees. The magnitude
of electric fields (Ez and Ephi) on two cylindrical surfaces with a radius of 0.5 m and 1 m
at 781.25 MHz is used as the input data to the method. The scanning heights are from 1m
to 4m with a step of 0.25 m and there are 24 scanning points along the circle with a step of
15 degrees as shown in Figure 6. The two blue arrows represent the two infinitesimal
dipoles Px and My. The aqua dots represent the scanning points along the circle. The
optimization range for x coordinates of dipole location is from -0.5 to 0.5, the optimization
range for y coordinates of dipole location is from -0.5 to 0.5, and the optimization range
for z coordinate of dipole location is from 1 to 2. When the number of dipoles is 2, the
extraction results are shown in Table 1. The extracted dipoles are almost the same as the
original radiating source in terms of the type, location, and amplitude of the dipoles. The
phase difference of the extracted two dipoles is 90 degrees, which is the same as the original
dipole source.

Figure 6. Scanning points along the circle.
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Table 1. Comparison between original source and extraction results.
Original source

Extracted dipoles

dipole 1

dipole 2

dipole 1

dipole 2

dipole
location

x

0.25

-0.25

0.25

-0.25

y

0

0

-1.246e-5

-1.449e-5

(meter)

z

1.5

1.5

1.4999

1.4998

dipole type

Px

My

Px

My

dipole
amplitude

1 Am

100 Vm

0.9999
Am

99.9968
Vm

90

0

147.0478

57.0494

dipole
phase
(degree)

3.2. SIMULATION DATA WITH WIRE ANTENNA AS RADIATING SOURCE
To prove that this method can extract physics-based dipoles, a half-wavelength wire
antenna is used as the original radiating source. The center o f the wire antenna is located
at (0, 0, 1.5m) and the wire antenna is placed along the z-axis. The excitation voltage is 5
V, 0 degrees. The magnitude of electric fields (Ez and Ephi) on two cylindrical surfaces
with a radius of 0.5m and 1m at 781.25 MHz is used as the input to the method. The
scanning points distribution is the same as Section 3.1. The optimization range of dipole
location is also the same as Section 3.1. When the number of dipoles is 1, the extracted
dipole is a single Pz dipole located at (-3.629e-05 m, 2.226e-06 m, 1.4977 m) with a
magnitude of 0.0066 and phase of -10.17 degrees. The relative error between the calculated
fields from dipole and scanned fields is 0.0339. The extracted dipole is close to the original
radiating structure since the current in the original wire antenna flows in the z-direction
and the radiating wire antenna is composed o f a series of Pz dipoles along the wire. Because
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the observation surface is far away from wire antenna, a series of Pz dipoles along the wire
is approximately equivalent to a single Pz dipole in the center.
The current along the half-wavelength wire antenna is shown in Figure 7. It can be
approximately expressed as
t

/

\

I(z ) =

t

•

r

2 JL

,

\

^

^^

( ^ - z)], - 4 ^ z ^

A

(7)

where Io is calculated by
_L=
5 V
Z in ~ (73 + j 42.5) Ohm

(8)

The value of Pz dipole is calculated as
A

L A VA
4 1 (z)dz = - ^ = ^ - = 0 . 0 0 7 2 Z - 30.2076“.
"4
The calculated value is close to the value of extracted single Pz dipole.

A
2

Figure 7. Current along half wavelength wire antenna.

(9)
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3.3. SIMULATION DATA WITH AN IC EMISSION MODEL AS RADIATING
SOURCE
To demonstrate the features of the proposed method, the simulated magnetic fields
with only magnitude at 500 MHz above an IC model are used as input to the algorithm.
The IC model is shown in Figure 8 and it is exactly the same as the example used in [17].
Two cases are run using this example. One case is that magnetic fields on two planes 9 mm
and 12 mm high from the PEC ground are used as input to the algorithm for two-surfaces
scanning. The other case is that magnetic fields on one plane 9 mm high from the PEC
ground are used as input to the algorithm for single-surface scanning.

Figure 8. IC emission model.

The relative error and optimization time versus the number of extracted dipoles for
the two cases are shown in Figure 9(a). The optimization time is the accumulated time
starting from one dipole. Both cases show a close trend for relative error and converge at a
relative error around 0.08 when the number of dipoles is 6. The optimization time of the
algorithm for two scanning planes is longer than the algorithm for one scanning plane
because the iteration algorithm for two scanning planes takes a longer time than the
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iteration algorithm for one scanning plane. To extract 6 dipoles, the algorithm for two
scanning planes takes 108.6 minutes while the algorithm for one scanning plane takes 74.7
minutes. The reason why two planes are normally used is to ensure that the phase is
correctly retrieved and the second plane can be thought of as a validation plane. The relative

d
j,
u
a
do
N

3
&
O

(a)

(b)
Figure 9. Comparison between the methods for one scanning plane and two scanning
planes. (a)Relative error and optimization time versus dipole number. (b)Relative error
during iteration.
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error during the iteration process after the location and type o f dipoles are optimized is
shown in Figure 9(b). The iteration process converges quickly.
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(b)
Figure 10. Comparison between the Magnetic fields on the plane with height o f 9 mm
(500 MHz, in unit o f A/m and degree). (a)Original. (b)Calculated from extracted dipoles.
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For the case using two scanning planes, when the number of extracted dipoles is 6,
the original and recovered magnetic fields on the plane with a height of 9 mm are shown
in Figure 10. The magnitude pattern of recovered magnetic fields matches well with
original magnetic fields, and the phase is retrieved correctly.
The comparison between the proposed method and Ji’s method [17] is shown in
Table 2. In conclusion, the proposed method provides an automatic w ay to extract dipoles
and minimize the number of dipoles. But the optimization takes much more time and the
relative error is slightly larger due to the small number of dipoles.

Table 2. Comparison between proposed method and Ji’s method.
Proposed method

Ji’s method

Dipole
number

6

64*3

Relative
error

0.09

0.045

Computation
time

108.6 mins

Less than 1 min

Single
scanning
surface?

Yes

No

Arbitrarily
shaped
surface?

Yes

No

Automatic?

Yes

No

3.4. MEASUREMENT DATA WITH A CLOCK BUFFER IC AS RADIATING
SOURCE
The magnetic fields at 1.6 GHz on a single plane above a clock buffer IC are
measured to validate the method for single-plane scanning. The scanning plane is 5 mm
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high above the PEC ground. The measurement setup of the near fields is shown in Figure
11. The time-domain waveform is converted to the frequency domain via fast Fourier
transform (FFT), and two channels are used to measure phase. Both magnitude and phase
are measured using this measurement setup, but only magnitude is used as input to the
algorithm. The scanned magnetic-field pattern above the IC is shown in Figure 12(a). The
same magnetic fields are also used as input to the method with only genetic algorithm. The
comparison between the two methods is shown in Figure 13. The method with only genetic
algorithm not only takes a longer time but also converges at a larger relative error. The
optimization can fall into local minima due to the large variation range of dipole magnitude.
The proposed algorithm converges at 0.07 with 4 dipoles. The calculated magnetic-field
pattern from the 4 dipoles is shown in Figure 12(b). The magnitude pattern of recovered
magnetic fields matches well with original magnetic fields and the phase is retrieved
correctly.

Figure 11. Measurement setup to scan the near fields above clock buffer IC.
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Figure 12. Magnetic fields above the clock buffer IC (1.6 GHz, in unit o f dBA/m and
degree). (a)Original. (b)Calculated from extracted dipoles.
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Figure 13. Comparison between the method with only genetic algorithm and the proposed
method.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an improved method to extract dipoles from magnitude-only
electromagnetic-field data. Two contributions are made to the current study. The first
contribution is that it improves the iteration approach of the back-and-forth iteration
algorithm in [17] and enables the algorithm to work for electromagnetic-field data on a
single scanning surface and arbitrarily-shaped scanning surfaces. The second contribution
is that it combines the genetic algorithm with the back-and-forth iteration algorithm, which
makes the algorithm automatic without predetermination of the type and location of
dipoles. It also minimizes the number of required dipoles because of the gradual increment
of dipole number. But bringing in the genetic algorithm also means increased computation
time, especially when the number of extracted dipoles is large. As shown in [5], the
radiation from PCB traces can be modeled using a single horizontal magnetic dipole. As
explained in [22], the common-mode radiation from PCB with attached cables is typically
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caused by an unintentional voltage source driving an EMI antenna similar to wire antenna.
Therefore, the algorithm is suitable for EMI applications, where the noise source can be
modeled using a few dipoles.
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ABSTRACT

Critical conduction mode (CRM) boost power factor correction (PFC) converter is
widely used in ac-dc power supplies to achieve high power factor (PF). The switching
frequency varies in a half-line cycle. In this paper, both the differential mode (DM) and
common mode (CM) electromagnetic interference (EMI) below 1 MHz from the ac-dc
power supply in a LED TV is analyzed and modeled. The power supply consists of two
parts: CRM boost PFC converter and LLC resonant converter. The conducted EMI and
noise source voltages are measured in the time domain and then converted to the frequency
domain via short-time fast Fourier transform. Through joint time-frequency analysis, the
drain-to-source voltage of the power MOSFET in the PFC converter is identified as the
dominant noise source of both CM and DM EMI below 1 MHz from the power supply.
The EMI current path changes during different periods of the cycle. During most time of a
cycle, two diodes of the bridge rectifier are forward biased, and the bridge rectifier can be
treated as short circuit. The current paths of DM and CM EMI are explained and modeled
by a linear equivalent circuit model. Three parasitic capacitances need to be considered to
model the CM EMI in this DUT. From the circuit model, transfer functions relating DM
and CM EMI spectrum to noise source voltage spectrum are obtained. The conducted EMI
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is predicted by multiplying the measured noise source voltage by the transfer functions.
The prediction matches with measurement. The effects of parasitic capacitances on CM
EMI are analyzed by simulation and then validated by measurement. The analysis can help
with EMI design to reduce the CM EMI.

1. INTRODUCTION

Power factor correction (PFC) circuits are needed in off-line power supplies to
shape the input current to be in phase with the input voltage, thus minimizing the linefrequency harmonics of the input current [1]-[3]. This has two main purposes. One purpose
is to minimize the current drawn from the mains for the required real power to perform the
needed work, thus minimizing power losses and costs associated with the generation and
distribution of the power. The other purpose is to minimize interference with other devices
being powered from the same source. Stringent regulatory requirements, such as IEC61000-3-2, have been released to specify the maximum amplitude of line-frequency
harmonics of the input current for electrical appliances with an input power of 75W or
greater. Active PFC circuits combined with boost converters are the most popular circuits
to achieve the PFC function because of low cost, high efficiency, and high power factor.
Constant-frequency continuous current mode (CCM) and critical conduction mode (CRM)
are two popular control modes used for a boost PFC converter. Boost PFC converters
operating in CCM mode are widely adopted in hundreds-watt level applications, while
CRM boost PFC converter is suitable for low- and medium-power applications, such as
power adaptors, televisions (TV), and so on. A CRM boost PFC converter has the
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advantages of zero-current turn-on, no reverse recovery in the diode, relatively simple
control circuit, and theoretically achieving unity PF.
Conducted electromagnetic interference (EMI) is strictly regulated internationally
by various standards, such as EN55032 in Europe, FCC part 15 in the United States. It is
necessary to place an EMI filter [4]-[9] before the CRM boost PFC converter to comply
with the standards. Taking EN55032 as an example, IT and multimedia equipment intended
primarily for use in a residential environment must meet class B limits which cover the
frequency range from 150 kHz to 30 MHz with average and quasi-peak detectors.
The EMI issues from a boost PFC converter have been studied a lot in literature. In
[10], the conducted EMI from a 1 kW CCM PFC converter is modeled and predicted. The
operating mode of the PFC converter in [10] is different from this paper. Reference [11]
studies and predicts the EMI noise from electronic ballasts which consists of a CRM boost
PFC converter and a load-resonant half-bridge inverter for fluorescent lamps. However,
reference [11] purely models every part of the system and lacks the analysis of dominant
noise source, noise current path, etc., which is just the highlight of this paper. The major
common-mode (CM) noise sources in a PFC converter for low-power applications are
identified and the parasitic capacitances are characterized in [12]. The noise source and
EMI model for the ac to dc converter in [12] are different from this paper. Reference [13]
predicts the differential-mode (DM) EMI from CRM PFC converters using a mathematical
model based on the principle of quasi-peak detection. The mathematical model in [13] is
extended in [14] to analytically study the worst-case DM EMI under different input voltage
and load conditions and design a DM filter. A more comprehensive study of both CM and
DM EMI for the design o f EMI filter is carried out in [15]. But the mathematical model in
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reference paper [13]-[15] is based on an ideal CRM PFC converter, rather than an actual
power supply which contains multiple noise source. Using switching frequency modulation
in the reduction of the DM conducted EMI o f the boost PFC converter is investigated in
[16]. A method using negative capacitance to cancel the CM parasitic capacitance of boost
PFC converters is proposed in [17].
In this paper, the conducted EMI from the ac to dc power supply in a LED TV is
analyzed. The overall system diagram of the power supply is shown in Figure 1. The power
supply uses a two-wire power cord. The power supply consists of two parts: CRM boost
PFC converter and LLC resonant converter. The LLC resonant converter has two main
functions. One function is to provide isolation, the other function is to regulate the output
voltage of PFC to lower voltage. It also features high efficiency because of the soft
switching operation. The output of the LLC resonant converter is referenced to a large metal
chassis with a size of 48 inches by 28 inches in the TV. EMI filter is not included in the
power supply board during this study to focus on the investigation of the noise source and
current path. The operating frequency range of PFC converter is from 190kHz to 250kHz,
and the operating frequency o f LLC resonant converter is 78kHz.

Figure 1. System diagram of the power supply for the LED TV.
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Determining the required filter attenuation and corner frequency is an important
step for EMI filter design, and the required filter attenuation is mainly decided by the
conducted EMI at low frequencies (usually below 1 MHz) [18]. Preliminary measurement
also shows that the DM and CM EMI below 1 MHz from the device under test (DUT)
exceeds the limits the most. Therefore, the conducted EMI from 150 kHz to 1 MHz is the
main focus of this paper.
The novelty of this paper is shown in three ways. Firstly, the conducted EMI from
the ac to dc power supply in a commercial product (LED TV) and voltages of multiple
noise source are measured by oscilloscope and analyzed using short-time fast Fourier
transform (STFFT) to show that DM and CM EMI from PFC converter is dominant below
1 MHz. It is pointed out that the EMI model is different during different periods of the
cycle. During most time of the cycle, two diodes of the bridge rectifier are forward biased,
and the bridge rectifier can be treated as short circuit. When the ac voltage is crossing zero,
at most one diode of the bridge rectifier is forward biased. The separation of DM and CM
EMI is done in the time domain without the need of noise separator [19]. Secondly, the
EMI model of boost PFC converter in this specific power supply is analyzed. Because of
the large floating metal chassis used, the EMI model is different from the previous paper
where the metal chassis is usually connected to earth ground and only one capacitance
needs to be considered [11], [13]-[15]. Three parasitic capacitances affect the CM EMI in
this DUT. Ways to simulate these parasitic capacitances are introduced. Last but not least,
the effects of these parasitic capacitances on the CM EMI are analyzed. The analysis can
help with EMI design to reduce the CM EMI.
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the measurement results of
the noise source voltage, namely the drain-to-source voltage of power MOSFET in the PFC
converter and LLC resonant converter. Section 3 describes the measurement setup and
provides the measurement results of the conducted EMI from the power supply below 1
MHz. Section 4 explains the noise current path for DM and CM EMI and introduces the
EMI model to obtain the transfer function relating DM and CM EMI to the noise source
voltage. Section 5 compares the predicted DM and CM EMI spectrum with measurement
data. Section 6 analyzes ways to reduce the DM and CM EMI. The last section concludes
the paper.

2. MEASUREMENT OF THE NOISE SOURCE VOLTAGE

The drain-to-source voltages of the power MOSFETs in boost PFC converter and
LLC resonant converter, namely Qb and Q 2 in Figure 1, are regarded as the noise sources
of conducted EMI from the power supply below 1 MHz. The two voltages are directly
measured using an oscilloscope with a high voltage differential active probe. The sampling
rate should be large enough to avoid aliasing base on Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem.
The time-domain waveforms are processed using STFFT to do time-frequency analysis
[20][21]. In STFFT, a long time-domain data set is cut into many small segments, and FFT
is applied to each segment to generate its short-term frequency content. The amplitude of
FFT v.s. frequency is plotted along the y-axis and aligned in time with its segment along
the x-axis, to form an overall spectrogram where the color scale represents the amplitude.
The spectrogram shows how the spectrum of signal changes over time. The corresponding
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max hold spectrum is the maximum FFT amplitude over all time segments. The resolution
bandwidth (RBW) is set as 10 kHz. Kaiser window with a spectral leakage of 0.8 is used.
Overlap between adjoining segments is set as 0. As shown in Figure 2(a), the noise source
voltage in CRM boost PFC converter features time-varying spectrum because of the timevarying switching frequency. To briefly explain the operation of CRM boost PFC
converter, the time-domain waveforms of input ac voltage, rectifier output voltage and
boost inductor current are shown in Figure 3. The peak current of boost inductor follows
the waveform of rectifier output voltage so that the average input current is generally in
phase with the input ac voltage to have high PF. Because of the capacitor Cx after the
bridge rectifier, when the input ac voltage crosses zero, the rectifier output voltage will not
follow ac voltage. During this period, at most one diode of the rectifier is forward biased.
The noise source voltage in LLC resonant converter features relatively stable spectrum over
time because of the fixed switching frequency as shown in Figure 2(c). The odd harmonics
are much larger than the even harmonics because the duty cycle is around 50%. Figure 2(b)
and 2(d) are the max hold spectrum of Figure 2(a) and 2(c).
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Figure 3. Time-domain waveforms of input ac voltage, rectifier output voltage and boost
inductor current.

3. MEASUREMENT OF THE CONDUCTED EMI

Conducted EMI measurement based on EN55032, Class B or FCC Part 15, Subpart
B, Class B should be carried out with EMI receiver using both quasi-peak and average
detectors. The modeling of EMI receiver with different detector settings can be found
extensively in [22]-[24]. This paper focuses on the noise source and current path of the
conducted EMI, so modeling of EMI receiver is not within the scope of this paper and the
measurements were conducted with oscilloscope instead of EMI receiver to enable timefrequency analysis.

3.1. MEASUREMENT SETUP
The measurement setup is shown in Figure 4. The distance between the TV and
vertical earth ground is 40 cm. The height of the wooden table is 80 cm. The power supply
board is mounted on the metal chassis which is floating. The power supply board is a twolayer printed circuit board (PCB) where the top layer is for components and the bottom
layer is for routing. The distance between the metal chassis and the bottom layer of the
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PCB is about 6 mm. Outputs from the two ports of line impedance stabilization network
(LISN) are fed into two channels of the oscilloscope. The input impedance of the two
channels is set to 50 Ohm. The same attenuators are inserted before the two channels to
protect the oscilloscope. The time-domain waveforms of the two channels are recorded
during the same time intervals with adequate time length. The oscilloscope setting and
STFFT setting should be the same as Section 2.

Metal Chassis

Power supply board
mounted on TV chassis

80cm

Main
Neutral

40cm

L ISN
Earth ground
Oscilloscope

Figure 4. Measurement setup of the conducted EMI.

3.2. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The DM and CM voltages are calculated as
V -V
V.dm = V —^ 1 :

(1)

V + v2
2 ’

(2)

cm
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where Vi and V2 are the measured time-domain waveforms from the two different ports of
the LISN. Vi and V2 should not include the effects of attenuators before oscilloscope.
The STFFT results of Vi, V2 , Vdm, and Vcm are shown in Figure 5. In the
spectrograms, the component with time-varying frequency is the conducted EMI from the
PFC converter and the component with fixed frequency is the conducted EMI from the
LLC resonant converter based on the measurement results of noise source voltage in Figure
2. Based on the measurement results in Figure 5(a) and 5(b), the spectrograms of Vi and
V2 are almost the same. In Figure 5(c), only the component with time-varying frequency is
seen. In Figure 5(d), both the component with time-varying frequency and the component
with fixed frequency are seen and they have the same color. It can be concluded that the
DM EMI from boost PFC converter is dominant while the CM EMI from boost PFC
converter and LLC resonant converter has the same level of magnitude. When it goes to
max hold, CM EMI from boost PFC converter shows a larger frequency range and

(a)
Figure 5. Measured conducted EMI spectrograms: (a) port 1, (b) port 2, (c) DM
voltage, and (d) CM voltage.
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(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 5. Measured conducted EMI spectrograms: (a) port 1, (b) port 2, (c) DM voltage,
and (d) CM voltage, (Cont.).
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dominates. Thus, this paper mainly studies the DM and CM EMI from the boost PFC
converter.
If the maximum value over time at each frequency is recorded, the max hold
spectrum of a single port (Vi or V2), DM, and CM EMI spectrograms can be obtained as
shown in Figure 6. The single port (Vi or Vi) max hold result is also compared with the
measurement result when the LISN output voltage Vi is directly fed into a spectrum
analyzer and the other port is terminated with 50 ohm. The spectrum analyzer is set with
RBW of 10 kHz, positive peak detector, and max hold on trace. As shown in Figure 6, they
match well, which validates that the time domain processing is correct. From the max hold
results, it can also be concluded that below 500 kHz, the DM EMI levels are larger than
the CM EMI levels. Above 500 kHz, the CM EMI levels are larger than the DM EMI
levels.

Figure 6. Max hold spectrum of conducted EMI.
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4. EMI MODEL

The DM and CM EMI have different current paths. DM EMI comes from the
normal operation of the power electronics circuit, while the CM EMI is caused by the
parasitic capacitances. Three parasitic capacitances Cpi, Cp2 , and Cp3 play an important role
in determining the CM EMI. Cpi represents the parasitic capacitance between the drain side
of the power MOSFET and the metal chassis. The drain side of power MOSFET usually
has a large layout area for heat dissipation, but this also results in a relatively large parasitic
capacitance. Cp2 represents the parasitic capacitance between the metal chassis and earth
ground. Although the distance between metal chassis and vertical earth ground is large, the
large area of metal chassis leads to a large parasitic capacitance. Cp3 represents the parasitic
capacitance between the power ground and metal chassis. The EMI current path is also
different during different periods of the cycle. When two diodes of the bridge rectifier are
forward biased and conducting current, the current path of conducted EMI is shown in
Figure 7. The blue dotted line shows the current path of DM EMI and the red dotted line
shows the current path of CM EMI. The bridge rectifier can be considered as short circuit
for conducted EMI. When the ac voltage is crossing zero, and the absolute value of ac
voltage is smaller than the voltage across capacitor Cx, at most one diode of the bridge
rectifier is forward biased. The current path for conducted EMI is different from Figure 7.
Since the current path for DM EMI shown in Figure 7 does not exist anymore, the DM
EMI caused by the PFC converter becomes much smaller during this period as seen in
Figure 5(c). When it comes to max hold spectrum below 1 MHz, this short time can be
neglected.
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Figure 7. Dominant DM and CM EMI current paths when two diodes of the bridge
rectifier are forward biased.

Based on the technique developed in [25], the EMI model which includes the noise
source and all linear circuit elements which affect the conducted EMI can be obtained by
applying substitution theory as shown in Figure 8. The parasitic inductance and resistance
of Cx are taken into account to be more accurate since the measured self-resonant frequency

L IS N

l ln

Lb

■ C pI

■C,P2

Figure 8. EMI model emphasizing the identified major noise current paths.
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of Cx is close to 1 MHz. In the EMI model, Lln = 50 pH, Clni = 1 pF, Cln2 = 0.1 pF, R ln
= 50 Q, Lb = 239 pH, Cx = 0.85 pF, Lex = 23.7 nH, and Rex = 0.076 Q, respectively.
The parasitic capacitances C^i, Cp2 , and Cp3 are simulated using ANSYS Q3D
Extractor [26] or EMCoS Low Frequency Electric Field Solver [27]. The simulation model
to simulate Cp2 is shown in Figure 9. Based on the simulation results, Cpi = 4.0 pF, Cp2
=58.4 pF, and Cp3 = 10.0 pF.

V ertical G round

M etal
C hassis
4 0 cm

H orizo n tal G round

Figure 9. Simulation model to estimate Cp2 (the capacitance between the metal chassis
and ground).

The transfer functions relating DM and CM EMI to noise source voltage Hdm and
Hcm are defined as

- _ y d m _ y ^ - v2
dm

H cm

V

s

2V

s

V^V+V.

5

(3)

(4)

where Vi and V2 are the voltages across two LISN resistors and Vs is the noise source
voltage.
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The transfer functions can be easily calculated using ac small-signal analysis of the
SPICE circuit simulator. The simulated transfer functions versus frequency are shown in
Figure 10. As the frequency increases, Hdm gradually decreases while Hcm increases. This
is because the impedance of boost converter inductor Lb increases with frequency while the
impedance of parasitic capacitances decreases with frequency. Below 500 kHz, Hdm is
larger than Hcm. Above 500 kHz, Hcm becomes larger than Hdm. This is similar to what is
observed in the measurement results in Section 2.

Figure 10. Transfer functions Hdm and Hcm

5. PREDICTION OF THE DM AND CM EMI SPECTRUM

After the transfer functions Hdm and Hcm are obtained by circuit simulation, and the
max hold spectrum of the noise source voltage is obtained by measurement and STFFT,
the DM and CM EMI spectrum can be predicted by
pred
V dm

sim
~ H dm

pred
V cm

sim
~ H cm

XV S

mea

,

mea

,

(5)
(6)
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where Hdmsim and Hcmim are the simulated transfer functions relating DM and CM EMI to
noise source voltage from EMI model, and Vsmeais the measured max hold spectrum of the
noise source voltage, namely the drain-to-source voltage o f power MOSFET in boost PFC
converter.
The comparison between predicted and measured DM and CM EMI spectrum is
shown in Figure 11. They match well in both DM and CM EMI spectrum, which validates
the EMI Model. At higher frequencies, the conducted EMI from the LLC resonant
converter cannot be neglected anymore, so the modeling in this paper will not work at
higher frequencies. Modeling of the conducted EMI from the LLC resonant converter will
be further explored. The predicted CM EMI is a little bit larger than the measured CM
EMI. This is because the value of Cp3 used in the EMI model is smaller than reality. The
parasitic capacitance between power ground and chassis is not only from the layout area of
power ground, but also from other places, such as the inter-winding capacitance of the

Figure 11. Comparison between prediction and measurement of conducted EMI.
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power transformer in the LLC resonant converter because the output of LLC resonant
converter is grounded to the chassis ground.
Although in this paper, the DM and CM EMI spectrum is predicted for the specific
TV sample, specific test arrangement, and specific instrument setting, the method can be
considered as universal. For example, if the quasi-peak and average detector model is used,
the conducted EMI using EMI receiver with standard instrument setting can be predicted.
Besides, if the distance between the metal chassis and vertical earth ground is changed to
80 cm, only Cp3 needs to be changed to predict the conducted EMI in this new test
arrangement. The EMI model helps understand the mechanism of the conducted EMI.

6. METHODS TO REDUCE THE DM AND CM EMI

6.1. EMI FILTER
EMI filter is a must for the product to pass the stringent conducted limits. The EMI
filter provides a large attenuation of the DM and CM EMI. To evaluate the performance of

: C p.,

”C

Figure 12. EMI model with EMI filter.

p2
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the EMI filter, the scattering parameters of the EMI filter can be measured and the
measured s4p file can be imported into the EMI model to simulate the transfer function
with EMI filter as shown in Figure 12. The DM and CM EMI spectrum with EMI filter can
be then predicted.

6.2. EFFECTS OF THE PARASITIC CAPACITANCE BETWEEN THE DRAIN
SIDE OF THE POWER MOSFET AND THE METAL CHASSIS
To analyze the effects of Cpi on the CM EMI, the transfer function Hcm with
different Cpi is shown in Figure 13(a). As Cpi increases, Hcm will increase, thus the CM
EMI will increase. To analyze the sensitivity of Hcm to C pi, Hcm at 500 kHz versus Cpi is
shown in Figure 13(b). Hcm is more sensitive to Cpi with a lower value of Cpi. Since Cpi is
about 4 pF in this specific DUT, Hcm is very sensitive to Cpi under this condition. To reduce
Cpi, the layout area of the drain side of power MOSFET should be minimized and the
distance between layout and metal chassis should be maximized. In practical design, there
are other factors to consider other than EMI. For example, a larger layout area of the drain

(a)
Figure 13. Effects of Cpi. (a) Hcm versus frequency with different Cpi. (b) Hcm @ 500
kHz versus Cpi.
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(b)
Figure 13. Effects of Cpi. (a) Hcm versus frequency with different Cpi. (b) Hcm @ 500
kHz versus Cpi, (Cont.).

side of power MOSFET is needed for smaller conduction loss and heat dissipation. A
smaller distance between the layout and metal chassis means a more compact design.
Therefore, there is always a compromise between these factors and EMI issues.

6.3. EFFECTS OF THE PARASITIC CAPACITANCE BETWEEN THE METAL
CHASSIS AND EARTH GROUND
Similarly, Hcm with different Cp2 is shown in Figure 14(a) to analyze the effect of
Cp2 on the CM EMI. As Cp2 increases, Hcm will increase. Hcm at 500 kHz versus Cp2 is
shown in Figure 14(b). Hcm is more sensitive to Cp2 with a lower value of Cp2 . Because Cp2
is about 58 pF, Hcm is not sensitive to Cp2 under this condition. The reason is that Cpi and
Cp2 are in series if Cp3 is neglected (Cp3 is small). And the series impedance is decided by
the smaller capacitance, namely Cpi. Until the value of Cp2 becomes closer to the value of
Cpi, the CM EMI will become more sensitive to Cp2 . To verify this analysis, the conducted
EMI is measured when the distance between metal chassis and the vertical ground is
changed to 80 cm. Cp2 is simulated to be 48.42 pF in this new arrangement. The predicted
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EMI is compared with measured EMI in Figure 15. They show good agreement with each
other. Both DM and CM EMI do not change when the distance between metal chassis and
the vertical ground is changed from 40 cm to 80 cm.

Frequency (kHz)

(a)

(b)
Figure 14. Effects of Cp2 . (a) Hcm versus frequency with different Cp2 . (b) Hcm @ 500
kHz versus Cp2 .

6.4. EFFECTS OF THE PARASITIC CAPACITANCE BETWEEN THE POWER
GROUND AND METAL CHASSIS
Hcm with different Cp3 is shown in Figure 16(a). Hcm at 500 kHz versus Cp3 is shown
in Figure 16(b). As Cp3 increases, Hcm will decrease. A lumped capacitor can be added
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Figure 15. Comparison between prediction and measurement of conducted EMI when
the distance between metal chassis and the vertical ground is 80 cm.

between the power ground and chassis ground in the power supply board to increase Cp3,
thus reducing the CM EMI. However, there will be safety issues caused by large leakage
current from the primary side to the secondary side if Cp3 is excessively large. In this
specific DUT, a capacitor measured as 86 pF is added between the power ground and
chassis ground to reduce the CM EMI. The conducted EMI with the capacitor added is
measured to verify its effects. The measured CM EMI together with the predicted result is
shown in Figure 17. The capacitor reduces the CM EMI below 1 MHz by around 6 dB.
The measured conducted EMI matches well with prediction.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the conducted EMI below 1 MHz from the ac to dc power supply in
a LED TV is analyzed and modeled. STFFT is used to analyze the noise source voltage
and conducted EMI. The drain-to-source voltage o f power MOSFET in the PFC converter
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Frequency (kHz)

(a)

(b)
Figure 16. Effects of Cp3. (a) Hcm versus frequency with different Cp3. (b) Hcm @ 500
kHz versus Cp3.
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Figure 17. Comparison between prediction and measurement of CM EMI with and
without 86pF capacitor.
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is identified as the dominant noise source of both DM and CM EMI below 1 MHz. The
EMI current path is different during different periods of the cycle. During most time of the
cycle, two diodes of the bridge rectifier are forward biased. When the ac voltage is crossing
zero, at most one diode of the bridge rectifier is forward biased, the DM EMI will be much
smaller. This short time can be neglected when we consider the max hold spectrum. When
the bridge rectifier is forward biased, the bridge rectifier can be treated as short circuit, and
the current paths of DM and CM EMI are explained and modeled by a linear equivalent
circuit model. Three parasitic capacitances need to be considered to model the CM EMI in
this DUT. From the circuit model, the transfer function relating DM and CM EMI spectrum
to noise source voltage spectrum are obtained. The conducted EMI is predicted by
multiplying the measured noise source voltage by the transfer function. The prediction
matches well with measurement. The effects of parasitic capacitances Cpi, Cp2 , and Cp3 on
CM EMI are analyzed by simulation and then validated by measurement. The analysis can
help with EMI design to reduce the CM EMI.
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III. ANALYSIS AND MODELING OF THE CONDUCTED COMMON-MODE
EMI FROM WIRELESS POWER TRANSFER SYSTEMS FOR MOBILE
APPLICATIONS

Chunyu Wu, Hongseok Kim, Srinath Penugonda, and Jun Fan

ABSTRACT

Wireless power transfer (WPT) is a safe and convenient technology for battery
charging thanks to the elimination of electrical contact. Despite the great advantages, the
electromagnetic interference (EMI) noise generated by the W PT system will degrade the
performance of nearby electrical circuits. In particular, common-mode (CM) EMI noise
generated by the W PT system will conduct along the cable and radiate in the high
frequency, thus becoming one of the concerns. In this paper, the noise source and current
path of the conducted CM EMI noise from a Qi-compliant W PT system for mobile
applications are analyzed. The transfer function relating the CM EMI noise to the noise
source voltage is derived analytically in the frequency domain. The noise source voltage is
measured in the time domain and then converted to the frequency domain via fast Fourier
transform (FFT). The conducted CM EMI spectrum is predicted by multiplying the
spectrum of noise source voltage by the transfer function. The prediction matches well with
measurement. The analysis and modeling explain the mechanism of the CM EMI noise and
provide guidelines to reduce the CM EMI noise.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless power transfer (WPT) is the transmission of electrical energy without
wires as a physical link. It is a safe and convenient technology to charge batteries because
it is unaffected in a wet or dusty environment and there is no need to constantly plug and
unplug the device from the charging system. Because of its advantages, WPT has been
widely deployed in domestic and industrial applications, such as mobile devices, medical
implants, and electric vehicles (EV) [1]-[6]. WPT standards, such as Qi from Wireless
Power Consortium [7] and Rezence from the Alliance for Wireless Power (A4WP) [8],
have been proposed to help commercialize the technology.
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is a significant challenge to the design of
WPT systems for EV. Due to the air gap between the coils and large coil current, magnetic
field leakage is strong. The strong electromagnetic field (EMF) will not only interfere the
automotive electronics such as AM radio, automotive sensors, and analog-to-digital (ADC)
converter at the harmonics of switching frequency, but also cause harm to the human body
under long-term exposure. Thus, heavy shielding materials are required to shield the strong
magnetic field. Coil design and measurement methods are presented in [9] to achieve high
efficiency and low EMF. In [10], a new automotive tightly coupled handheld resonant
magnetic field (HHRMF) charger operating at 20 kHz with low EMF and high efficiency
is designed. A novel three-phase power line in a WPT system for the reduction of the
leakage EMF is proposed in [11]. The electromagnetic exposure in an 85 kHz WPT system
for EV is evaluated in [12].
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Although the coil current in WPT systems for mobile applications is not as large as
automotive applications, longer charging distance and larger output power pursued by
researchers and industries may also cause EMF leakage and electromagnetic interference
(EMI) issues. An investigation o f the EM radiated emission and interference from WPT
systems using resonant magnetic field coupling with multi-coil configurations is reported
in [13]. Yeonje et al. propose a novel thin dual-layer printed circuit board (PCB)
metamaterial for improved efficiency and reduced EMF [14]. Yeonje et al. also propose a
thin hybrid metamaterial slab (HMS) with negative and zero permeability by using a thin
printed circuit board (PCB) for high efficiency and low EMF [15]. Jaehyoung et al. propose
a compact resonant reactive shielding coil topology for reducing EMF in a near-field WPT
mobile device application [16]. Xi Lin et al. propose approximation formulae to
conservatively estimate human exposure to close-range resonant wireless power transfer
systems for mobile devices [17]. Andreas et al. assess the specific absorption rate (SAR)
of a representative wireless power transfer system based on coupled magnetic resonance,
and develop novel numerical and experimental approaches to provide a scientifically sound
estimate of the human exposure to such systems [18].
Another EMI issue caused by WPT systems for mobile applications is the radiated
emissions from common-mode (CM) current flowing in the cables connecting the power
transmitter (Tx) and power source. Analysis and modeling of the radiated emissions are
provided in [19], but it mistakenly neglects the effects of the coil on the CM EMI. The
modeling is not rigorous and only applied to standby mode. This paper is an extension of
[19]. It reports analytical modeling of the CM conducted EMI noise from a Qi-compliant
WPT system up to 30 MHz for the first time.
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the schematic diagram of
the WPT system and measurement setup of the conducted EMI. Section 3 explains the
current path for the CM EMI noise, and then derives the equivalent circuit model and
analytical equations for the transfer function. Section 4 validates the model by comparing
the predicted CM EMI spectrum with the measurement result. Section 5 discusses the
design guidelines for CM EMI issues based on the model. The last section concludes the
paper.

2. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM AND MEASUREMENT SETUP

The WPT system under investigation in this paper is specifically designed for
mobile applications and compliant to the Qi standard. The schematic diagram of the WPT
system is shown in Figure 1. In the Tx side, the input dc voltage is converted to a squarewave voltage by a full-bridge inverter which is composed of four 30V/30A power
MOSFETs. A Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) signal generated by the microcontroller
unit (MCU) is used to control the on and off of MOSFETs. The square-wave voltage drives
the Tx coil including the Tx matching capacitor to generate current flowing through the
coil and time-varying magnetic field perpendicular to the coil. Since the Tx coil and
receiver (Rx) coil are coupled, the time-varying magnetic field will also pass through the
Rx coil and induce an ac voltage in the Rx coil according to the Faraday’s law. In the Rx
side, the ac voltage is rectified to dc voltage and then filtered by the smoothing capacitor
Ctoad. Usually, Cioadis sufficiently large to reduce the voltage ripple.
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TX

RX

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the WPT system.

The measurement setup of conducted EMI noise is shown in Figure 2. A
sufficiently large metal plate is used as the reference ground. The printed circuit board
(PCB) and Tx coil are 2mm high above the reference ground. The Rx is put above the Tx
coil. The line impedance stabilization network (LISN) is inserted before the WPT system
to measure the conducted EMI noise with Lln= 5 pH, Rln =50 Ohm, Clni = 1 pF, and Cln2
= 0.1 pF. To make the measurement repeatable, the relative position of the Tx coil and Rx
coil is fixed, and the output of the battery charger IC in the Rx side is connected to a ceramic
resistor.
LISN

(a)
Figure 2. Measurement setup of conducted EMI. (a) Schematic diagram. (b) Test
arrangement.
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Tx PC B

Reference Ground

(b)
Figure 2. Measurement setup of conducted EMI. (a) Schematic diagram. (b) Test
arrangement, (Cont.).

Suppose Vi and V2 are the voltage across the two LISN resistors, the CM conducted
EMI noise is defined as

cm

V + v2
2

(1)

3. EMI CURRENT PATH AND EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL

It is known that the CM EMI noises in power supplies are mainly caused by the
rapid switching of MOSFET/IGBT and the parasitic capacitances between drain/collector
of MOSFET/IGBT to reference ground [20]-[22]. Similarly, the CM EMI noise in the WPT
system is mainly caused by the switching of the MOSFETs in the Tx side. Differently, the
parasitic capacitance between the Tx coil and reference ground provides a path for the CM
EMI current in addition to the parasitic capacitances between the drain side of MOSFETs
and reference ground. The CM EMI current path for one leg of the full-bridge inverter is
shown in Figure 3. Cgs represents the parasitic capacitance between the drain side of the
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low-side power MOSFETs and reference ground. Since the PCB layout areas of the drain
side of the low-side power MOSFETs for the two legs of the full-bridge inverter are almost
the same, the parasitic capacitances for the two legs are assumed to be the same. Cgc
represents the total parasitic capacitance between the Tx coil and reference ground. Cgg
represents the parasitic capacitance between the PCB ground and reference ground. The
CM EMI current will go to reference ground through Cgs and Cgc, and return through the
two LISNs to form a relatively large current loop. This current loop will also cause radiated
emissions in high frequency.

LISN

WPT System

Figure 3. CM EMI current path for one leg of the full-bridge inverter.

3.1. THE IMPEDANCE OF INPUT CAPACITOR CIN AND MATCHING
CAPACITOR Ctx
The input capacitor Cin mainly has two functions. One function is to decrease the
power line impedance so that the input voltage fluctuation is reduced. The other function
is to filter the generated differential-mode (DM) EMI noise. The impedance o f Cin is
usually small so it can be treated as short circuit. In this specific device under test (DUT),
Cin is composed of two 22 pF capacitors and two 0.1 pF capacitors.
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The Tx side of the WPT system compliant to the Qi standard is typically designed
to resonate at around 100 kHz. For this DUT, the Tx coil has an inductance of 4.756 pH,
and the Tx matching capacitance is 400 nF, so the resonance frequency can be calculated
as
Freq res =

1
= 115.4 KHz.
2 ^ v Ltx Ctx

(2)

In the frequency range of interest for conducted EMI noise which is well above the
resonance frequency, the differential impedance o f the Tx tank is dominated by Ltx, so Ctx
can also be treated as short circuit.
The impedance of Cin and Ctx in this DUT is also measured as shown in Figure 4.
In the whole frequency range of interest, the impedance is below 1 Ohm, which validates
the previous analysis.

3.2. MODELING OF THE DISPLACEMENT CURRENT FLOWING THROUGH
PARASITIC CAPACITANCE BETWEEN TX COIL AND REFERENCE
GROUND Cgc
Modeling of the displacement current flowing through Cgc is a major difficulty since
the electric potential varies along the coil. To simplify the modeling, two assumptions
similar to the modeling o f displacement current flowing through the inter-winding
capacitance o f transformers [23]-[25] are made. The first assumption is that the electric
potential varies linearly along the Tx coil. The second assumption is that the parasitic
capacitance between the Tx coil and reference ground is evenly distributed. The second
assumption holds because the cross-section of litz wire remains unchanged along the coil,
and the Tx coil is planar with the coil plane parallel to the reference ground as shown in
Figure 5.
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Figure 4. Impedance of Cin and Ctx.

L itz w ire

Figure 5. Tx coil and reference ground.

For the Tx coil shown in Figure 5, set the terminal A as the origin and the terminal
B as the end, and select any point P from the winding. The electric potential at the two
terminals of Tx coil is denoted by Va and Vb, and the electric potential at point P is denoted
by Vp . The total length of the litz wire is denoted by lcoil, and the length from P to A along
the winding is denoted by l. The per-unit-length capacitance of the coil at point P is denoted
by Cp.
Based on the first assumption, electric potential Vp(l) at point P can be obtained as
shown in Figure 6(a). Vp(l)(0<l<lcoii) is given by
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V P ( / ) = VA

V
V B- VVA l
l'coil

(3)

Based on the second assumption, per-unit-length capacitance Cp(l) at point P can
be obtained as shown in Figure 6(b). Cp(l)(0<l<lcoii) is given by
C
Cp (l) = - f - .
lcoil

(4)

(a)
Cp
C„
L c o il

■

0

l

lcoil
(b)

Figure 6. (a) Electric potential, (b) Per-unit-length capacitance along the coil.

Suppose the electric potential of the reference ground is zero, the displacement
current from the Tx coil to reference ground can be calculated as
= f r j 2 x f C p(l)Vp (l)dl
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= l la- ‘lj 2 x f C - (VA+ V - ^ l y l l
Lcoil
Lcoil
C
= jln fC Z L (VA + VB),

(5)

where f is the frequency of interest.
From (5), the displacement current flowing through Cgc can be modeled by adding
parasitic capacitances of Cgc/2 between the two terminals of Tx coil and reference ground.
This greatly simplifies the modeling.

3.3. MODELING OF THE DISPLACEMENT CURRENT FLOWING THROUGH
PARASITIC CAPACITANCE BETWEEN TX COIL AND PCB GROUND Cpc
The displacement current flowing through Cpc can be modeled in a similar way to
3.2 by adding parasitic capacitances of Cpc/2 between the two terminals of Tx coil and PCB
ground. Since Ctx can be treated as short circuit, the two parasitic capacitances are
connected in parallel to the low-side MOSFETs of the two legs of the full-bridge inverter.
Because the two low-side power MOSFETs can be treated as two independent voltage
sources based on the technique developed in [26], the two parasitic capacitances of Cpc/2
will not change the CM EMI transfer function and they do not need to be included in the
equivalent circuit model.

3.4. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL
To obtain the equivalent circuit model, the low-side power MOSFETs of the two
legs of the full-bridge inverter are substituted by two voltage sources. The voltage sources
shall have the same time-domain waveforms as the original voltage across the MOSFETs.
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The final equivalent circuit model for the CM EMI noise is shown in Figure 7 by including
the voltage sources and all linear circuit elements which affect the CM EMI noise.

Cgs +Cgc/2

Figure 7. Equivalent circuit model for the CM EMI noise.

Since the two voltage sources are independent, the CM EMI noise generated from
one voltage source can be derived by replacing the other voltage source with short circuit.
The CM EMI noise Vc m i generated by voltage source Vs i can be derived as
Z
V
= V k = V
V cm1
V ggg
g k 11
V ss i

gg

1
Z +________ 1_______
j l n f (Cgs + C /2)
g g

(6)

gc

where Vgg is the voltage difference between PCB ground and reference ground, Zgg is the
impedance between PCB ground and reference ground, and ki is given by

Rr

ki

1
R LN +

(7)

j 2^fCL

Zgg can be calculated by
gg

where GLN is given by

1
j 2 n f (Cgg + Cgs + Cgc /2) + Gln ’

(8)
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Gln =■
j 2^fLiLN1

1
j2*JCiLN1

Rr

(9)

1
j2 f

LN 2

Substituting (8) into (6) and simplifying the equation yields
j 2 x f (Cgs + Cgc /2)
Vcm1 Vs1

-K
j 2 n f (Cgg + 2Cgs + Cgc) + GLN

(10)

Similarly, the CM EMI noise Vcm2 generated by voltage source Vs2 can be derived
as
j 2 x f (CgS+ Cgc
gc /2)
V =V
k.
cm2 s2 j2 n f (Cgg + 2CgS+ Cgc) + GlN 1

(11)

Based on the superposition theorem, the total CM EMI noise Vcm is the sum of V m
and Vcm2 . Therefore, the transfer function Hcm relating the total CM EMI noise Vcm to noise
source Vsi +Vs2 can be derived as
Vcm
j2 ”f (Cgs + Cgc /2)
Vs1 + Vs2 j 2^f (Cgg + 2Cgs + Cgc) + GLN

(12)

where ki and Gln are only related to the LISN circuits.

4. VALIDATION OF THE MODEL

4.1. THE SPECTRUM OF NOISE SOURCE
The time-domain waveforms of the two voltage sources Vsi and Vs2 are directly
measured using two active probes and oscilloscope. The delay of the two active probes
must be the same to obtain the correct time-domain waveform of Vsi+Vs2 . This can be
checked by measuring the same signal using the two active probes firstly. It is expected
that the measured time-domain waveforms should be the same without any timing
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difference. The time-domain waveform of Vsi+Vs2 is converted to the frequency domain
via FFT to get its spectrum as shown in Figure 8.

10°

101
F requency (M H z)

Figure 8. Spectrum of noise source voltage.

4.2. VALUE OF PARASITIC CAPACITANCES
The values of CgS and Cgg are mainly decided by the layout area and the distance
between the PCB and reference ground. Their value can be estimated by full-wave
simulation using ANSYS Q3D Extractor [27] or EMCoS Low Frequency Electric Field
Solver [28] since the 3D model can be easily built from PCB layout files. The simulation
model is shown in Figure 9. From the simulation result, CgS= 0.07 pF, Cgg = 14.6 pF.
The value of Cgc is mainly decided by the Tx coil size and the distance between coil
and reference ground. Since it is not easy to build a 3D model of the coil, and the ferrite
sheet underneath the coil will also affect the capacitance value, Cgc is measured. The
measurement setup is shown in Figure 10. The two terminals of the Tx coil are shorted
together. The outer shield of the coaxial cable is connected to the reference ground and the
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Figure 9. Simulation model for CgS and Cgg.

inner pin of the coaxial cable is connected to the coil terminal. A vector network analyzer
(VNA) is used to measure the S 11 at the end of coaxial cable.
The impedance between the coil terminal and reference ground Zc can be calculated
from S 11 by
Z = 50
.
c
1 - Sn

(13)
( )

The impedance versus frequency at different DUT heights is shown in Figure 11.
The impedance follows a 20 dB decrease per decade, which shows that it is in the capacitive
region. There are some noises at low frequency because Zc is very sensitive to S 11 when S 11
is close to 1. The noise in the S 11 measurement will be “amplified” in Zc.
From measured impedance @ 10MHz where the noise is small, the capacitance can
be calculated by
____________ 1____________

Cgc
\ZC@ 10M Hz| *2z*\0MHz

(14)

Based on (13), when the DUT height is around 2mm, Cgc = 11.5 pF; when the height
DUT is around 4mm, Cgc = 9.8 pF; when the DUT height is around 6mm, Cgc = 8.2 pF.
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VNA

Figure 10. Measurement setup for Cgc.

Figure 11. Impedance between the coil terminal and reference ground.

4.3. COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND MEASURED CM EMI NOISE
After the spectrum of Vsi+Vs2 is obtained and Hcm is calculated by (12), the CM
EMI noise can be predicted by
Vcm = H m V + Vs2) .

(15)

When the DUT height is 2mm, the calculated transfer function using (12) is shown
in Figure 12, and the predicted CM EMI noise is compared with the measurement result as
shown in Figure 13. The prediction matches well with measurement.
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Figure 12. Transfer function when DUT height is 2mm.

Frequency (M H z)

Figure 13. Comparison o f predicted and measured CM EMI noise.

5. GUIDELINES FOR CM EMI DESIGN

5.1. REDUCE THE SPECTRUM OF NOISE SOURCE
The CM EMI noise will be reduced if the spectrum of the noise source is reduced.
The time-domain waveform of Vsi+Vs2 can be approximated as a periodic trapezoidal
waveform with the same rise time and fall time. Given the voltage amplitude A, the period
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T, the pulse width t, and the rise time rr, the spectrum envelop of the waveform can be
calculated analytically as
envelop

2 A t sin( m f ) s in (m rf )

T

XTf

(16)

mrrf

From (14), the direct way to reduce the spectrum of the noise source is to increase
T and reduce A, indicating reducing the switching frequency and DC bus voltage.
Increasing Tr, indicating slowing down transition time, will help in the higher frequency
range. This can be realized by adding Y capacitors in parallel to the low-side MOSFETs
of the two legs o f full-bridge inverter. But increasing Tr also means increased switching
loss, so there is a compromise between the switching loss and EMI.

5.2. REDUCE THE TRANSFER FUNCTION
The CM EMI noise will be reduced if the transfer function is reduced. The most
straightforward way to reduce the transfer function is to insert CM chokes in the CM EMI
current path. The CM choke is usually inserted before Cn.
The parasitic capacitances will also affect the transfer function. The effects of the
parasitic capacitances on the transfer function can be analyzed based on (12).
From the measured and simulated value of parasitic capacitances,
Cgs« C gc/2,

(17)

so Cgs can be neglected. Below 30MHz, based on the LISN circuits and value of parasitic
capacitances,
j2 jrf{Cgg+2Cgs+Cgc) « G LN.
Therefore, (12) can be simplified as

(18)
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—j f g L k
Gln '•

H

(19)

When the DUT height is 2mm, the calculated transfer function using (19) is also
shown in Figure 12. The calculated transfer function using the original equation and the
simplified equation is the same, which validates the simplification.
Based on (19), when the DUT height is changed from 2mm to 4mm, the reduction
in CM EMI can be calculated as
f
H

2 0 lo g u
TT

1

f

C \
g c \D U T h e ig h t —4 m m

=

1
c m \D U T h e ig h t —2m m

V

A

cm D U T h e ig h t —4m m

— -1.39dB.

2 ° l o g 10
V
V

J

(20)

C g jc \D U T h e ig h t —2mm J

When the DUT height is changed from 4mm to 6mm, the reduction in CM EMI can
be calculated as
f
H

2 ° l ° g 10

1

A

f

c m D U T h e ig h t —
6m m

I

A

DUT h e ig h t—6 m m

-1.55dB.

— 2 ° l o g10

H
V

1
cm \ D U T h e ig h t—4m m

J

V

ID U T h e ig h t —4mm

(21)

j

The CM EMI noises when the DUT height is 4mm and 6mm are also measured as
shown in Figure 14 to compare with the measurement result with a DUT height of 2mm.
The reduction with the increase of DUT height is close to our prediction and this verifies
(19).
Based on (19), the only parasitic capacitance which affects the transfer function
below 30MHz is Cgc. To reduce the transfer function, Cgc should be reduced. Since Cgc is
mainly decided by the coil size, the size of the coil should be kept as small as possible.
This also indicates that Cgc can be used as a factor to evaluate the EMI performance of coil
design. Another method to reduce Cgc is to shield the electric fields between the coil and
reference ground using conductive metal, but this will more or less change the original
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magnetic field distribution and introduce additional loss due to induced eddy current in the
metal.

10°

101
Frequency (M H z)

Figure 14. Measured CM EMI noise at different DUT heights.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper analyzes and models the conducted CM EMI noise from a WPT system
for mobile applications up to 30MHz. By assuming that the electric potential varies linearly
and Cgc is evenly distributed along the Tx coil, the displacement current flowing through
Cgc can be modeled by adding parasitic capacitance of Cgc/2 between the two terminals of
Tx coil and reference ground. The noise source of the CM EMI is Vsi+Vs2 of which the
time-domain waveform is measured and the spectrum is obtained via FFT. The frequencydomain transfer function Hcm is calculated using the derived analytical equation. The CM
EMI spectrum is predicted by multiplying the spectrum of noise source by transfer function
and the prediction matches well with measurement. By further simplifying the equation of
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transfer function, it can be concluded that the transfer function is only affected by Cgc and
is proportional to Cgc.
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SECTION

2. CONCLUSIONS

The first paper proposes an improved method to extract dipoles from magnitudeonly electromagnetic-field data. Two contributions are made to the current study. The first
contribution is that it improves the iteration approach of the back-and-forth iteration
algorithm in and enables the algorithm to work for electromagnetic-field data on a single
scanning surface and arbitrarily-shaped scanning surfaces. The second contribution is that
it combines the genetic algorithm with the back-and-forth iteration algorithm, which makes
the algorithm automatic without predetermination of the type and location of dipoles. It
also minimizes the number of required dipoles because of the gradual increment of dipole
number. But bringing in the genetic algorithm also means increased computation time,
especially when the number of extracted dipoles is large. Therefore, the algorithm is
suitable for EMI applications, where the noise source can be modeled using a few dipoles.
In the second paper, the conducted EMI below 1 MHz from the ac to dc power
supply in a LED TV is analyzed and modeled. STFFT is used to analyze the noise source
voltage and conducted EMI. The drain-to-source voltage of power MOSFET in the PFC
converter is identified as the dominant noise source of both DM and CM EMI below 1
MHz. The EMI current path is different during different periods of the cycle. During most
time of the cycle, two diodes of the bridge rectifier are forward biased. When the ac voltage
is crossing zero, at most one diode of the bridge rectifier is forward biased, the DM EMI
will be much smaller. This short time can be neglected when we consider the max hold
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spectrum. When the bridge rectifier is forward biased, the bridge rectifier can be treated as
short circuit, and the current paths o f DM and CM EMI are explained and modeled by a
linear equivalent circuit model. Three parasitic capacitances need to be considered to model
the CM EMI in this DUT. From the circuit model, the transfer function relating DM and
CM EMI spectrum to noise source voltage spectrum are obtained. The conducted EMI is
predicted by multiplying the measured noise source voltage by the transfer function. The
prediction matches well with measurement. The effects of parasitic capacitances Cpi, Cp2 ,
and Cp3 on CM EMI are analyzed by simulation and then validated by measurement. The
analysis can help with EMI design to reduce the CM EMI.
The last paper analyzes and models the conducted CM EMI noise from a WPT
system for mobile applications up to 30MHz. By assuming that the electric potential varies
linearly and Cgc is evenly distributed along the Tx coil, the displacement current flowing
through Cgc can be modeled by adding parasitic capacitance of Cgc/2 between the two
terminals of Tx coil and reference ground. The noise source of the CM EMI is Vsi+Vs2 of
which the time-domain waveform is measured and the spectrum is obtained via FFT. The
frequency-domain transfer function Hcm is calculated using the derived analytical equation.
The CM EMI spectrum is predicted by multiplying the spectrum o f noise source by transfer
function and the prediction matches well with measurement. By further simplifying the
equation of transfer function, it can be concluded that the transfer function is only affected
by Cgc and is proportional to Cgc.
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